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An HF Unit for Short Waves

Conditions on Short Waves

A Special (3-valver) Set for Amateur Bands

Published in high summer, this article begins by cataloguing European short-wave broadcast stations heard at good
strength when DX work was less rewarding.

This is designed as an "add-on" to a receiver having a detector-with-reaction first stage.

It serves the same buffering purpose as the first stage of the three-valver, offering in addition some amplification thanks
to its own tuned circuit. The coil would be chosen to cover the same band as that in the host receiver, and the two
tuning capacitors would be operated roughly in step.

In the last line of text on page 431, for "present" read "pre-set". The adjustment of this aerial coupling capacitor is
referred to in the text.

The layout diagram indicates a
solid foil-covered baseboard and front panel, with a metal screen to provide shielding between the unit and its host set.

The unit is intended to be powered from the batteries supplying its host set.

Davey again recommends the 20-and 40-metre bands for their interest, and the three-valver in this article is designed for
this range. No construction hints are offered.

This is an all-battery set. A 2-volt accumulator powers the filaments. HT for each stage is taken from an appropriate
voltage tapping on the HT battery with, as Davey suggests, care being taken in selecting that for the detector stage to
ensure smooth reaction.

The aerial circuit is aperiodic (without a tuned circuit). It serves largely to isolate the aerial from the detector stage,
allowing free use of reaction without fear of the set radiating.

Reaction is throttle-controlled, with the coupling capacitor from the RF stage as an additional selectivity control.

Capacitive coupling carries the audio signal to the simple output stage driving headphones. The grid-bias battery +ve
connection to ground has been omitted on the circuit diagram.
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Although Davey specifies the tuning capacitor value, he leaves the reader to choose or make the coil by trial and error.
Readers would have consulted published coil design tables if necessary.
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This is the second of three articles selected from Davey's 13-part series "At the Short-Waver's Bench", published in
almost every week from 20 April to 27 July 1935.Practical Wireless
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The article ends with a note on the effect of the weather upon short-wave reception. Davey's advice that the novice
should persevere if meeting little success at first still holds true.

Safety: It is your own responsibility to ensure that you work safely and that equipment (especially mains-operated power
supplies) is soundly built and adequately housed. If you are in any doubt about your understanding of the information
given or referred to in this download, or about your ability to work safely, you should seek the help of a qualified person.






